
   

 

Players 

 

Australian Monkey AM 

Raspy voiced monkey RM 

Stoner Monkey SM 

Jewish Monkey NM 

Britsh Monkey BM 

Dung Beetle DB 

 

Camera is on the middle of the table rotating towards each character. 

 

RM-What’s your games, Rummi, Hearts, Three horse Charlie 

 

AM- Crickey were playing bleepen poker.  Shut up and deal 

 

RM-Alright Alright jeez 

(he deals) 

Jm-Dear Moses what a terrible hand 

 

SM-Nice deal brah, so what are you guys doing after this  

 

BM-Not hanging out with you chap 

 

AM-You tell that little bugger 

 

JM- You guys are terrible 

 

AM- Ill take two cards 

 

SM-Go fish 

(he gets smacked up side the head) 

Camera cuts to empty chair, our monkey jumps into the chair wearing the british 

monkeys clothing and talking in the raspy voice) 

 

RM-What a stupid schmuck (he realizes he’s wearing the wrong outfit and switches) 

Were not playing bridge. 

 

BM-Bloody twits.  I got a pair of jacks 

 

AM-I got nothing 

 

JM-I got a hernia 

 

SM- a 2 a 4 a 6 a- 



(camera pans away) 

 

RM-Two pair  45 high 

 

BM-pardon 

 

RM-read ‘em and weep chap 

 

JM-I don’t think there’s a 45 in poker 

 

AM-You drew that card in bleepin crayon 

 

 RM-What are you talking about. (He looks down and notices the crayon he left on the 

table, he swipes)  Who has a crayon? 

 

SM-You know I saw him playing with the crayon and I was like- 

(camera rotates away) 

What the hell man I wasn’t done with my line 

RM-So I’m gonna take my cash here and be heading out.. 

(he goes to grab the cash and gets a fork in his hand) 

BM-Not today ole bean 

 

AM-Crickey you got him good 

 

RM-(crying) I just act like this so you guys will think I’m as cool as I think I am. 

 

SM-Hey man we think your cool 

 

BM-I think you’re a fairy 

 

AM-Second 

 

JM-Your not a bad guy.  My mother gave me so advice that- 

 

RM-So I can take all your money (still crying) 

 

SM-Of course man 

 

JM-God no 

 

AM-If you wanna keep that hand you wont  

 

SM-Hey man money isn’t everything  

(camera stays on him) 

BM- Bloody hell shut up 

 



AM-watch this 

(poop flys into the stoner monkeys face) 

(camera rotates to BM) 

BM-ohh retched,  well that’s it for me 

 

AM-I’m out of here 

 

JM-yeah me too 

 

SM-I gott take a shower 

 

RM- ooo they left they’re money 

(he walks out) 

(camera zooms out and shows only one monkey walking out) 

(camera cuts out to a beetlte in the corner) 

DB-That guys a fuckin weirdo, great poo though. 


